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Everyone Needs Ugly Baby Glasses



Strategic Inflection Points are Scary

▪ “A strategic inflection point is a time in the life of a 

business [or a country] when its fundamentals are 

about to change.  That change can mean an 

opportunity to rise to new heights.  But it may just as 

likely signal the beginning of the end.”

▪ Andy Grove, Only the Paranoid Survive



2022 is the Year of Transition

▪ Experts said that it would take 2-3 year to solve 

global supply chain problems . . . before Russia 

attacked Ukraine.

▪ It could take 8-10 months for the US to produce an 

extra 2-3 million barrels of oil a day to replace 

Russian output.

▪ It will take even longer to built the LNG infrastructure to wean the 

EU from Russian gas.

▪ It could take a year for American farmers to produce 

enough wheat and corn to replace Russian and 

Ukrainian sources.



Inflation Will Not Go Away Soon

▪ The U.S. national debt exceeded $30 trillion for the first time, 
reflecting increased federal borrowing during the coronavirus 
pandemic.

▪ Total public debt outstanding was $30.01 trillion as of Jan. 31, 
according to Treasury Department data released Tuesday. 

▪ That was a nearly $7 trillion increase from late January 2020,
just before the pandemic hit the U.S. economy.

▪ WSJ, February 1, 2022



Fed Raises Interest Rates

▪ Promises to raise rates six more times this year to 

tame inflation.

▪ Stock market surges and then falters.

▪ Greater chance of Stagflation than Recession 

because . . .

▪ Recovery from the Pandemic continues,

▪ Responding to the EU’s desperate need to reduce its reliance on 

Russia will boost farming, oil, defense and commodities, and

▪ Reshoring the manufacturing of “strategic” items will keep the 

economy growing.



Powell Says Inflation Is Dead.  Not!



Why Was Sarah Raskin Blocked?



The Message of Sarah Raskin’s Defeat
▪ Sarah Bloom Raskin . . . withdrew her nomination for vice chairman of 

the Federal Reserve, and the message of her defeat is . . . a warning to 
the Fed that a majority of the Senate doesn’t believe the central bank 
should use its power to allocate capital for political purposes.

▪ President Biden blamed Ms. Raskin’s defeat on “baseless attacks from 
industry and conservative interest groups.” But Ms. Raskin’s most 
significant opponent was her oft-expressed view that the Fed and other 
regulators should deny credit to companies that produce or heavily 
consume fossil fuels. WSJ Editorial, 3/16/2022



2023 Will See . . . 

▪ The GOP will take control of the House of Representatives 

and possibly the Senate.

▪ Both parties move towards the center in preparation for the 

2024 presidential election.

▪ A new cold war intensifies where the choice will between 

democracy and dictatorship.

▪ The UK, EU, Japan, Korea, Australia will join America in 

forming a powerful new coalition. 

▪ The end of “blind” globalism.  

▪ We will be more strategic with our sourcing choices.



What Did They See That We Missed?

Moldova = +44% Estonia = +37%



2/24/2022 is the World’s 9/11



How Will The War In Ukraine End?

“Amateurs talk about strategy and 
tactics.

Professionals talk about logistics and 
sustainability in warfare”

General Robert Hill Barrow, USMC
11/11/1979



The US has Very Little Russia Risk



This Crisis is an Opportunity

▪ Oil Market Faces Biggest Supply Crisis in Decades Unless 
OPEC Boosts Output, IEA Says
▪ Three million barrels a day of Russian oil output could be lost from April 

because of sanctions, agency says

▪ High oil prices have lifted other fuels, such as natural gas and 
coal. Meanwhile, nonfuel commodities upon which the global 
economy depends and which are produced in Russia, such as 
some metals and grains, are at some of the highest prices in 
years.



Powell Says Nott to Worry

▪ Those higher prices will “increase inflation, reduce household 
purchasing power and are likely to trigger policy reactions 
from central banks world-wide—with a strong negative impact 
on growth,” the agency said.”

▪ Wall Street Journal, 3/16/2022



If Not America, Who?



Great Growth Opportunity for Shale



Venezuela/Iran vs. Canada’s Keystone XL



US, Canada and Wheat



If Russia Can’t Ship It . . . 



The World Needs Our Wheat



If They Can’t Get It From Russia?



Russia on verge of $150B debt default 

▪ Russia stokes fears of first foreign currency default in 
more than a century as it attempts payment.

▪ A Russian debt default could ripple throughout the global 
economy.

▪ Russia owed $117M in interest on two dollar-
denominated Eurobonds that was due Wednesday.

▪ But can they pay with frozen assets?



Zero Tolerance Is Not Working



Anywhere But China?

▪ Americans don’t want a repeat of 2020 when what we 

needed was not available because far too much of it 

was made in China and India.

▪ American firms want their supply chain to be 

dependable and governed by the rule of law

▪ Many American companies are moving production 

away from China in order to reduce the risk of 

government lockdowns and interference.



Cynical Politics



The Pandemic is Over.  Right?



New Covid surge in Western Europe 
▪ Germany, with 83 million people, saw more than 250,000 new 

cases and 249 deaths Friday.

▪ Health Minister Karl Lauterbach called the nation’s situation 

“critical.” The country is allowing most coronavirus restrictions 

to end Sunday, despite the increase. 

▪ Britain had a seven-day average of 65,894 cases and 79 

deaths as of Sunday.

▪ The Netherlands, with 18 million people, was averaging more 

than 60,000 cases the same day.



The Pandemic Changed Everything

▪ America shut down in the Spring of 2020.

▪ We learned who could “Zoom” to work and who need 

to be on site.

▪ Between government support, reduced costs and 

growing savings, Americans have money to spend.

▪ Expect a continued spread of “knowledge workers” 

moving to more rural parts of America.



The Pandemic Recission was Short



If You Were Not “Zoomable”



Lot’s of Growth Potential Remains



Add This to the Great Resignation


